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This eBook overviews the cell and gene 
therapy (CGT) sector’s investment 

environment before analyzing 
impediments that continue to hold 
developers back. Then, the authors 
explore potential solutions to such 

obstacles, including holistic planning 
approaches to CGT development and 

implementation of flexible technologies 
for advanced-therapy production.
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Advanced Therapies
Part of the Landscape, but 
with Persisting Problems

Dan Stanton

T he US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) reports that 22 
advanced therapy products have received regulatory 
approval in the United States as of June 2021 (1). The list 
includes therapies such as procedures for cord-blood–cell 

transplantation and allogeneic skin grafts that are collated and 
classified — for better or worse — as cell and gene therapies (CGTs). 
Dendreon’s Provenge (sipuleucel-T) was the first such therapy to 
make its mark, being granted FDA approval in 2010 for the 
treatment of prostate cancer. However, manufacturing complexities 
and high production costs plagued the product, driving Dendreon to 
sell its plant in Morris Plains, NJ, to Novartis in 2012 (2) and more 
recently, to relaunch itself as a cell-therapy contract development 
and manufacturing organization (CDMO) (3). The next bout of CGT 
approvals came in 2017 with Novartis’s Kymriah (tisagenlecleucel) 
and Kite’s Yescarta (axicabtagene ciloleucel), two genetically 
engineered chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cell therapies that 
embrace both the cell and gene parts of the CGT moniker. That 
same year, Spark’s Luxturna (voretigene neparvovec) became the 
first “pure-play” gene therapy to be given regulatory authorization.

More cell, gene, and CAR-T therapies have achieved 
commercialization since then, but many have been hindered by 
manufacturing issues or worse. Novartis–AveXis’s Zolgensma 
(onasemnogene abeparvovec) was groundbreaking when it was 
approved in 2019, but a scandal involving data falsification during 
the approval process overshadowed the product’s promise (4). 
Meanwhile, the success of bluebird’s Zynteglo (autologous CD34+ 
cells encoding βA-T87Q-globin gene) was muted by multiple 
manufacturing problems that delayed the therapy’s launch (5). 

Despite such missteps, the CGT sector remains on track to 
becoming a mainstream modality. Cost of goods (CoG) and pricing 
continue to raise concerns, as do manufacturing scale-up and 
reproducibility. But with hundreds of candidates moving into late-
stage clinical trials and investment rolling into the sector, such 
issues should iron themselves out, and the industry could reach 
the 10–12 approvals per year that former FDA commissioner Scott 
Gottlieb in 2019 predicted would be granted by 2025.

References
1 Approved Cellular and Gene Therapy Products. US Food and Drug

Administration: White Oak, MD, 15 June 2021; https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-
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blood-biologics/cellular-gene-therapy-products/approved-cellular-and-gene-
therapy-products.

2 Dendreon Announces Strategic Restructuring to Accelerate Path to
Profitability and Future Growth. BusinessWire 12 July 2012; https://www.
businesswire.com/news/home/20120730006129/en/Dendreon-Announces-
Strategic-Restructuring-Accelerate-Path-Profitability.

3 Stanton D. Dendreon Leveraging Provenge Network to Launch Cell
Therapy CDMO Biz. BioProcess Ins. 17 June 2021; https://bioprocessintl.com/
bioprocess-insider/facilities-capacity/dendreon-leveraging-provenge-network-to-
launch-cell-therapy-cdmo-biz.

4 Stanton D. FDA and Novartis Back Zolgensma Amid Data Manipulation
Issues. BioProcess Ins. 7 August 2019; https://bioprocessintl.com/bioprocess-
insider/regulations/fda-and-novartis-back-zolgensma-amid-data-manipulation-
issues.

5 Stanton D. Bluebird’s Gene Therapy Latest to Feel “Inevitable” Teething
Problems. BioProcess Ins. 27 June 2019; https://bioprocessintl.com/bioprocess-
insider/therapeutic-class/bluebirds-gene-therapy-latest-to-feel-inevitable-
teething-problems. cc

About the Author
Dan Stanton is founding editor of BioProcess Insider 
(dan.stanton@informa.com). 

Investor Interest 
Wobbles After a 
Strong 2020
Gareth Macdonald

D uring the May 2021 International Society for Cell and Gene 
Therapy (ISCT) Virtual Conference and Exhibition, Reni 
Benjamin (managing director of JPM Securities) told 
attendees that investors expressed considerable interest in 

biotechnology during 2020. The biotechnology industry exceeded all 
expectations, and to many analysts’ surprise, small- and mid-cap 
companies drove that success. “Part of that performance last year 
was due to the pandemic — to the coordinated effort of governments, 
academia, and industry to bring a vaccine to the market.” 

Meanwhile, Benjamin continued, “the negative narrative 
weighing on the pharmaceutical and and biotechnology industries 
— that they are price-gouging, money-sucking vampires waiting 
outside the windows of citizens to take their taxpayer dollars for 
corporate profits — largely was lifted because investors realized that 
much of our ability to get back to normal would depend on 
biotechnology companies.” The change in public perception 

The negative narrative 
weighing on the 
pharmaceutical and 
biotechnology industries  
. . . largely was LIFTED 
because investors 
realized that much of our 
ability to get back to 
normal would depend on 
biotechnology 
companies.

— R. Benjamin
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encouraged the biotechnology industry to innovate, which prompted 
investors to inject “about US$8 billion” into public markets in 2020. 
When that surge amplified, the money “found its way into a record 
number of initial public offerings (IPOs), spurred on by a record 
number of follow-ons and investment from venture capital funds.” 
The biotechnology industry raised about $26 billion in venture 
capital funding during 2020. 

Drug approvals also attracted investment. Benjamin explained 
that although last year did not post record numbers, the types of 
products that gained approval herald a business-friendly regulatory 
environment.

Regenerative Medicines
Investment in the cell and gene therapy (CGT) sector was vigorous in 
2020. Benjamin cited positive clinical data as a major driver. “There 
were approvals, and as one might expect with that kind of a return, 
investors and companies took advantage.” He also called attention to 
an increased number of IPOs and follow-on offerings as evidence of 
the trend. Developers of CGTs attracted more investment than did 
companies working in the stem-cell space, Benjamin pointed out. 
However, all subsectors of the greater CGT industry benefited from 
investor interest in 2020.

But in 2021 . . . This year seems to be more difficult than was 
2020 for attracting investment. Benjamin explained that news about 
the biotechnology industry has been less positive since the spring of 
2021, which has made the market less attractive. The lackluster 
publicity stems in part from key clinical trial failures and clinical 
holds imposed by the US Food and Drug Administration.

External factors have diminished investments, too. In addition to 
interest rate increases and inflation fears, Benjamin cited “the 
blow-up of Archegos Capital and fund withdrawals from exchange-
traded funds (ETFs) such as Ark that had invested in gene-editing 
and cell-therapy companies. All that had an impact on the 
regenerative medicine space” (1, 2).

Benjamin noted that the stem-cell therapy sector now appears to 
be faring better than its CGT industry counterparts. News about 
efforts to create treatments for COVID-related lung damage might 
be helping stem-cell companies attract investment.

References
1 Chung J, Patrick M. What Is Archegos and How Did It Rattle the Stock

Market? The Wall Street Journal 6 April 2021; https://www.wsj.com/articles/
what-is-archegos-and-how-did-it-rattle-the-stock-market-11617044982.

2 Adinarayan T, Chatterjee S. Record Redemption in Ark ETF Sparks
Liquidity Worries. Reuters 24 February 2021; https://www.reuters.com/article/
us-tesla-ark-innovation-wood-idUSKBN2AO2Q2. cc
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Cell Therapy 
Challenges
Logistics, Costly Reagents, and Variability

Gareth Macdonald

G enentech has a strong track record of making 
conventional biologics. Over the past 30 years, the Roche 
unit has helped to develop and manufacture numerous 
blockbuster therapeutic proteins, from Avastin 

(bevacizumab) to Rituxan (rituximab). Until now, however, cell and 
gene therapies (CGTs) have not been a Genentech focus. David Shaw 
(principal scientist and head of the company’s new cell-therapy 
process-development team) described to attendees of the May 2021 
International Society for Cell and Gene Therapy (ISCT) Virtual 
Conference and Exhibition how his company is establishing robust 
research and manufacturing infrastructures for cell therapies.

Shaw highlighted the importance of Genentech’s partnership 
with Adaptive Biotechnologies, which focuses on developing 
neoantigen T-cell receptor (TCR) T-cell therapies (1). According to 
that arrangement, Adaptive will conduct TCR identification and 
sequencing, whereas Genentech will perform TCR engineering, 
manufacturing, clinical trials, and regulatory filings. Shaw 
reported, “First, we are exploring an autologous therapy because its 
implementation would seem to be more straightforward than that 
for an allogeneic product, although the chains of custody and 
identity raise logistical challenges. Then, we will divide that 
autologous therapy into shared and internal antigen programs.” 
The goal, he explained, is to build a library of tumor-associated 
antigen TCRs that can be used to identify patients who express a 
disease-related target.

Manufacturing
Genentech already has learned much from the collaboration, Shaw 
noted. “Because we are working with autologous material, there is 
dramatic variability across donors.” That sometimes has made it 
difficult to determine whether changes in product attributes stem 
from donor variability or process changes. He added, “Current 
isolation and T-cell activation processes can be effective, but they 
are expensive and not always efficient.” 

Regarding gene editing, Shaw continued, “we decided to build 
our program around nonviral gene editing because we knew that 
we could not enable personalized therapy using a viral vector.” 
High-efficiency nonviral gene editing was difficult to implement, 

Back to Contents

We decided to build our 
program around 
NONVIRAL gene
editing because we knew 
that we could not enable 
personalized therapy 
using a viral vector.

— D. Shaw
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he noted. The major hurdle was finding editing conditions to 
enable robust expansion of cells with a controlled phenotype and 
ensure good cell health after the process was complete.

Donor Variability: Shaw highlighted variations in raw materials 
as another pain point for developers of autologous cell therapies. 
“Apheresis products are quite variable, and clinical sites are 
challenged to support many different sponsors, each of which uses 
slightly different protocols.” He added that good manufacturing 
practice (GMP)-grade reagents for CGT production “are becoming 
easier to find, but we were surprised to learn that the quality 
analytics and regulatory support for such materials sometimes 
require a lot of work. Reagents for nonviral gene therapies aren’t 
commonplace quite yet, and they are very expensive.”

Business and Logistics
Companies that are accustomed to producing biologics can struggle 
to adapt to the “vein-to-vein” logistics required for production and 
administration of autologous cell therapies, Shaw continued. 
“Donor variability makes process development — not to mention 
late-stage process characterization and validation — much more 
challenging than it needs to be.” Generally, the CGT industry lacks 
“understanding of manufacturing controls for autologous T-cell 
therapies, and we are working hard to gain that understanding and 
control over our process.” 

Production costs also remain a significant concern among CGT 
developers and manufacturers. Shaw suggested that the industry 
could benefit from competition among suppliers. “Currently, cell 
therapy is expensive and thus unlikely to be a first- or second-line 
treatment. Many companies are vying to support the CGT industry, 
and hopefully some competition will help drive costs down.”

Reference
1 Adaptive Biotechnologies to Enter into Worldwide Collaboration and License

Agreement with Genentech to Develop Personalized Cellular Therapies for the 
Treatment of Cancer. Adaptive Biotechnologies: Seattle, WA, 4 January 2019; 
https://investors.adaptivebiotech.com/news-releases/news-release-details/
adaptive-biotechnologies-enter-worldwide-collaboration. cc

About the Author
Gareth Macdonald is a freelance contributor (@GarethMacdonald). 
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Manufacturing 
Remains an Obstacle 
to Cell and Gene 
Therapy Progress
Gareth Macdonald

I n April 2021, RBC Capital Markets published an analysis of 
trends in the cell and gene therapy (CGT) industry. The report 
concluded that although CGT developers are making progress in 
several areas, they have yet to address critical production, drug-

delivery, and safety challenges. Biopharmaceutical executives 
queried by RBC also observed that challenges facing today’s CGT 
industry mirror those faced in protein bioprocessing two decades ago.

In the report, Brian Abraham (managing director of RBC’s 
biotechnology equity research division) highlights drug delivery, 
dose optimization, and product safety as areas of focus for the CGT 
industry, noting that “research and development (R&D) activities 
addressing such barriers are in the works.” He adds that the US 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)’s growing familiarity with gene 
therapies has been positive for the sector, particularly for large 
companies that have enough resources to adapt their operations. 
“Large companies have the experience and capital [needed] to 
coordinate the complex development pathway in gene therapy and 
to align analytics, manufacturing, and clinical trial design to enable 
commercial success.” On the other hand, “smaller biotechnology 
and academic spinouts might be at a slight disadvantage.”

Chemistry, Manufacturing, 
and Controls (CMC)
Manufacturing remains the largest hurdle for CGT developers. In a 
note apart from the RBC report, Abrahams highlights that CMC 
improvements are needed for successful product development. The 
industry is progressing in that respect. “CGT is an evolving field, 
with CMC and bioanalytical assays evolving simultaneously.” As 
the industry matures, and as the number of products wending 
through clinical trials increases, regulatory agencies will start 
codifying “stage-appropriate rules, including those surrounding 
potency assays and other CMC protocols.”

Abrahams says that CGT developers could learn from the 
monoclonal antibody (MAb) industry about how to interact with 
regulatory agencies during manufacturing scale-up. “CGTs should 
be held to the highest of standards, and the FDA simply is applying 

Back to Contents
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rigorous standards to late-stage assets, as it has done for other 
advanced biologics in the past.” He also pointed out that “many of 
the FDA’s CMC regulators started in the MAb industry and are 
cognizant of pitfalls related to rapid scale-up.” cc

About the Author
Gareth Macdonald is a freelance contributor (@GarethMacdonald). 
This article first appeared in the BioProcess Insider on 12 April 2021: 
https://bioprocessintl.com/bioprocess-insider/therapeutic-class/cgt-
firms-making-progress-but-manufacturing-remains-a-hurdle-says-
analyst. 

Early Logistics 
Planning Is Key for 
Advanced-Therapy 
Manufacture
Gareth Macdonald

T o head off logistical impediments, manufacturers of
autologous cell therapies must develop plans as early as
possible for collection of donor material, processing of that
material into a therapeutic agent, and ultimately

distribution and administration of the resulting drug products. 
Mark Lowdell (clinical scientist in rheumatology at University 
College London and cofounder and chief scientific officer of INmune 
Bio Inc.) laid out the complexity of the “vein-to-vein” supply chain 
during a presentation at the May 2021 International Society for Cell 
and Gene Therapy (ISCT) Virtual Conference and Exhibition. 

“You get starting material in a clinical setting, and that 
procurement needs to be sorted out logistically according to 
manufacturing capacity. Then, you’ve got to sort out the supply 
chain that runs from manufacturing to quality-control (QC) and 
qualified-person (QP) release — then back to the patient.” Such 
complexity leaves little room for error and introduces several 
logistical and process-related risks. “There are many players in 
that supply chain, and all of their interactions generate records 
and problems for QC units and QPs to deal with. That circuit is the 
real challenge, and delivery needs to be achieved for thousands of 
patients, not just a few.”

Proper Planning
Mark Sawicki (chief executive officer of Cryoport, a cold-chain 
service provider) concurred that logistics must be considered as early 

There are MANY
players in that supply 
chain, and all of their 
interactions generate 
records and problems for 
quality control (QC) units 
and qualified persons 
(QPs) to deal with. That 
circuit is the real 
challenge, and delivery 
needs to be achieved for 
THOUSANDS of
patients, not just a few.

— M. Lowdell
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as possible. “Distribution often is considered after many of the 
processes [e.g., collection of donor material and manufacturing] are 
well in play,” he explained. “In many cases, contract service 
organizations (CSOs) have to go back and develop custom technology 
to address simple concerns such as primary packaging. What kind of 
blood bag are you using? How is it configured? How is it being 
packaged inside your equipment? All those considerations can have 
a significant impact on product quality.” Sawicki recommended 
mapping out an entire process from blood collection through therapy 
administration, adding that drug developers also need to consider 
their collection and manufacturing strategies.

Sawicki also cited the relative lack of logistics experience in the 
cell-therapy sector as a major difficulty. Developers often approach 
logistics companies saying that they want to start a clinical trial in 
two months. However, “They haven’t thought about any [logistical] 
factors yet.” That leaves developers and service providers 
“scrambling to assess and validate a process and the equipment 
associated with it in a truncated timeframe.” cc

About the Author
Gareth Macdonald is a freelance contributor (@GarethMacdonald). 

Taking a Life-Cycle 
Approach to Cutting 
Cell and Gene  
Therapy Costs
Gareth Macdonald

C ell and gene therapies (CGTs) are complex to manufacture, 
requiring highly specialized personnel and hard-to-make 
materials such as viral vectors, the lack of capacity for 
which has been raised as a constraint in both the scientific 

(1) and mainstream press (2). However, according to Mike Paglia
(chief operating officer of CGT research, process development, and
production at ElevateBio), drug developers still must keep
commercialization in mind. CGT companies increasingly are
considering “life-cycle approaches” to process development and
manufacturing to reduce cost of goods (CoG). “Developing
commercially viable processes from the beginning has the short-
term impact of accelerating a path to ‘proof of concept’,” Paglia
explained, “and the long-term advantage of getting a process right
the first time, thereby minimizing the possibility of costly and risky
clinical comparability studies.”
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Life-Cycle Infrastructure
To reap such benefits, ElevateBio is focused on implementing 
robust, commercially viable processes. Paglia said, “The goal of our 
model is to develop high-quality, transformative therapies in a 
cost-effective way so that accessibility and affordability can be 
realized in a commercial setting.” Doing so requires consideration 
“not only of waste reduction and efficiency, but also of ways to 
make more potent products to [commercial] scale. Having fully 
integrated quality control (QC), research and development (R&D), 
process development, and manufacturing teams all under one roof 
is how we can accomplish that.”

The company also plans to increase its production capacity. In 
March 2021, it announced that it would use US$525 million raised 
in a recent series-C financing campaign to develop platforms, build 
its current good manufacturing practice (CGMP) manufacturing 
network, form partnerships, and advance its own CGTs. Paglia 
added, “We are partnering broadly with innovators — whether from 
academia or industry — with groundbreaking science so that we 
can help them to design, manufacture, and develop, their therapies 
to transform the lives of patients.”

Manufacturing
ElevateBio’s “BaseCamp” manufacturing infrastructure consists of 
140,000 ft2 of manufacturing, laboratory, and support space. 
Paglia explained that ElevateBio wishes to provide its partners 
with “an infrastructure for the entire product life cycle; a world-
class team of drug developers and operators who can get the job 
done successfully; and a diverse and growing portfolio of 
innovative CGT products. BaseCamp was designed to benefit 
companies with innovative CGT portfolios and strategic partners.”

Technology Toolbox: CGT developers often face a lack of 
purpose-built technologies, which forces them to repurpose 
preexisting systems. ElevateBio’s approach to that problem has 
been to develop dedicated technologies. According to Paglia, “In 
the past, our team has developed novel processes for CGT 
manufacturing by repurposing equipment from other industries.” 
He cited the company’s early use of emergency blood-salvage 
devices to wash and process large volumes of cell-therapy products. 
Since then, however, “We have developed a toolbox of unit 
operations that can be used to translate CGT products rapidly, 
enabling them to enter the clinic quickly at a low CoG. That helps 
us to make the right process decision[s] for a product and intended 
clinical design. It also keeps us at the forefront of the industry so 
that when new technology becomes available, we can adapt and 
implement it into our library of capabilities.
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Implementing Flexible 
Manufacturing for 
Advanced Therapies
Joe Neroni and Salome Philip

R ecent technological advances have led to massive 
breakthroughs in advanced therapies. With rapid market 
growth and more than 1,220 ongoing clinical trials, the 
demand for alternative manufacturing configurations is 

higher than it ever has been. To meet such demand, advanced-
therapy developers are applying flexible manufacturing and 
single-use (SU) technologies. Systems such as premanufactured 
cleanrooms can reduce costs, construction timelines, and time to 
market. As a result of the advanced-therapy revolution and 
significant advancements in equipment design, the value of the SU 
technology industry is expected to grow to US$33 billion by 2027 (1).

The Advantages of Flexible Manufacturing
Flexible manufacturing is designed to adapt easily to changes in 
the type and quantity of product being manufactured. Compared 
with developers of traditional biologics, advanced-therapy 
companies must be able to build a facility with a limited amount of 
capital and execute product transfer quickly. Modular systems can 
bring advantages in speed, resource efficiency, facility footprint 
and cost, and contamination control.

Speed: Implementing modular systems puts new-facility and 
equipment design on parallel paths, ultimately improving 
construction schedules. Additionally, modular construction 
eliminates the time needed to clean and sterilize rooms and 
conduct product changes, shortening production timelines and 
bringing products to market faster than otherwise. 

Reduction in Resources: With less equipment to clean, fewer 
resources are required to run a modular advanced-therapy facility 
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than with a traditional 
approach. Without stainless-
steel bioreactors to sterilize, 
some utilities can be eliminated 
or reduced in volume. Media 
and buffers can be 
prepurchased and no longer 
need to be made on site. 

Small Footprints: CGT 
facilities generally operate in 
smaller footprints than those 
required for traditional biologics 
because the equipment and 
processes used are more flexible 
than traditional stainless-steel 
equipment. Flexible and 
portable systems can decrease a 
facility’s footprint and enable 
fast, easy integration and 
installation. Equipment can be 
moved around easily, and a 
facility can be designed for 
“plug and play” wherever that feature is needed. When the time is 
right, production volumes can be increased by scaling out with 
additional bioreactors rather than having to install larger units. 

Rapid Product Transfer: The same platform and equipment 
can be used throughout a product’s life cycle, from research and 
development (R&D) through commercialization. This capability 
removes the need to scale up to larger units and reduces the time 
needed to qualify equipment and conduct product transfers. 

Reduced Facility Costs: Considerable resources are dedicated 
to cleaning and sterilizing stainless-steel equipment in traditional 
biomanufacturing facilities. Premanufactured media and buffers 
now can be purchased in advance, and flexible systems can 
minimize the need for clean-in-place (CIP) and steam-in-place (SIP) 
processes. 

Low Contamination Risks: Flexible manufacturing systems 
often require disposable tubing. Using new, presterilized product-
contact surfaces for each product batch ultimately reduces 
contamination risks. Because advanced therapies are 
manufactured at smaller scales than are bulk drug products, steps 
that can be susceptible to contamination are performed in smaller 
areas. Rather than maintaining an entire room at a specific 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) classification, 
a process can be confined within an isolator.

The Appeal of Flexible Manufacturing
Flexible manufacturing raises several advantages for advanced-
therapy innovators. R&D scientists and clinicians in the sector can 
benefit from the ability to conduct multiple experiments 

Figure 1: Flexible manufacturing offers benefits that provide for manufacturing of 
products in small and repeatable batches with high use rates, low inventory, and 
fault-free results; from Single-use Bioprocessing Market Size, Share & Trends 
Analysis Report by Product (Bioreactors, Sensors), by Workflow (Downstream, 
Upstream), by End Use (OEM, CMOs, CROs), by Region, and Segment Forecasts, 
2020–2027 (Research and Markets: Dublin, Ireland, 2021).
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simultaneously, saving countless hours in development and 
research laboratories. To that end, premanufactured cleanrooms 
are appealing to CGT manufacturers operating in small facilities 
and needing to scale processes easily. As demand for advanced 
therapies grows exponentially, contract manufacturing and 
development organizations (CDMOs) are running on increasingly 
tighter production schedules. With so many clients to serve, 
meeting demand will require CDMOs to maximize their usable 
facility space and transfer products rapidly. 

Premanufactured Cleanrooms
One of the most important factors when building a facility is time. 
Lead time, build time, and downtime are all critical and can 
improve or diminish the flow of a project. Developers and 
manufacturers can save considerable time by forming strategic and 
flexible manufacturing plans that start with premanufactured 
cleanroom builds. To operate within the highly regulated CGT 
environment, a cleanroom must maintain strict airflow, 
temperature, cleanliness, and containment standards. Three types 
of cleanrooms can be constructed: traditional “stick-built” 
cleanrooms, “podular” systems (PODs), and premanufactured 
setups based on engineered wall systems.

A podular cleanroom is a premanufactured system that is 
assembled off site at a supplier’s facility, then transported to a 
user’s facility. Such cleanrooms require little infrastructure to 
operate and are equipped with integrated air bearings that make 
them incredibly flexible. PODs can be transported easily, set up 
rapidly, and most important, repurposed. When upgrading to a 
larger facility, a POD can be unhooked and transported to a new 
site, then be ready for use. Another key benefit is that PODs can be 
designed and manufactured before a facility is chosen.

Like PODs, engineered wall systems are constructed off site 
and brought to a user’s facility. These flexible, prefabricated 
containment units can be implemented more rapidly than stick-
built constructions can. Compared with fully modular systems, 
they are also easier to adapt after design approval. These systems 
would be good for projects that require great flexibility to make 
changes throughout the installation process and later in the field.

A key design feature of engineered wall systems — and their 
major advantage over a stick-built construction — is the ability to 
install walk-on ceilings. Such structures enable users to perform 
maintenance without interrupting production. 

Comparing Stick-Built and Premanufactured Cleanrooms: 
An established technology, stick-built cleanrooms are economical 
and use standard building components. However, project quality 
can vary depending on how a cleanroom is assembled in the field 
— in contrast with premanufactured options that are designed and 
built in controlled factory environments. Overall, premanufactured 
cleanrooms are easy to install and durable once established. They 
can speed up qualification time, and they maintain their value 
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over time. One drawback is that 
design of prefabricated units 
must be completed up front and 
in considerable detail. They also 
incur significant capital 
investment and long lead times 
for fabrication. Ultimately, 
though, the benefits of the 
premanufactured cleanrooms 
generally outweigh those of the 
traditional approach. 

Single-Use Technology Considerations
SU technologies were used first in biopharmaceutical production 
during the 1980s, when filter manufacturers began to make small, 
plastic filter capsules to replace junior-size stainless-steel filter 
housing assemblies. Now “disposable” component and systems are 
used widely to decrease production timelines and facilitate rapid 
scale-up. SU systems are designed to replace traditional glass and 
stainless-steel–based equipment with metal frames that house 
presterilized, disposable components. SU bioprocess systems also 
feature few if any reusable surfaces, and such parts rarely make 
contact with a drug substance or product. For instance, SU 
temperature probes often rest in wells that are built into disposable 
bioreactors. Other disposable systems include filters, connectors/
disconnectors, bioprocess bags, suspension- and adherent-cell 

Figure 2: Key advantages of premanufactured cleanrooms; from Single-use Bioprocessing Market Size, Share & Trends Analysis 
Report by Product (Bioreactors, Sensors), by Workflow (Downstream, Upstream), by End Use (OEM, CMOs, CROs), by Region, 
and Segment Forecasts, 2020–2027 (Research and Markets: Dublin, Ireland, 2021).
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Ability to scale without interruption
Starting with phase-appropriate builds gives
options for future expansion with minimal 
interruptions to current production. Place 
premanufactured cleanrooms into nonclean 
environments.

Portable platform for easy placement and
rapid deployment
Easily relocate in the future if facility is out-
grown. Portability makes it capital equipment
instead of capital improvement, which can
provide tax savings, and other initial tax 
burdens can be reduced from those
associated with traditional construction.
This is an asset investment that can be 
repurposed over time.

Reduced product timelines
Facility stand-up is faster overall, with o�-site
fabrication while host facility is prepared.
Installation takes weeks (rather than months 
     for traditional construction), with reduced 
     in-field construction time.

Easy integration
Equipment commissioning is more streamlined 
than that of stick-built facilities but requires
installation path planning through the physical
     site. Program integration is streamlined as
     well as commissioning.

Table 1: Relative qualities of different facility options

Traditional 
Stick-Built

Premanufactured or 
Engineered Wall Systems Podular

Repurposability Low Medium High
Scalability Low High High
Mobility Low Medium High
Time to Completion Medium Medium High
Cost Efficiency High High Medium
Design-Change Capability High High Medium
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bioreactors, chromatography columns, tubing, sensors, filling 
needles, mixers, and sampling receptables. Although such 
bioprocess technologies can reduce timelines, costs, and resources, 
their implementation requires up-front consideration of several 
factors related to cost, logistics, and environmental impact.

Cost: The cost-effectiveness of SU can be considered from two 
perspectives. From a capital standpoint, it costs less to build a 
facility that has been optimized for SU technologies than to 
construct a plant operating with stainless-steel vessels. From an 
operating perspective, raw materials and consumables are more 
costly than multiuse materials. However, some disposable systems 
can be reused, which should be factored into cost analyses. 

Logistics: Although SU technologies eliminate many 
sterilization protocols and save time during production, they 
introduce logistical considerations that must be evaluated up front 
and throughout a manufacturing process. Thus, users should 
outline their consumable strategies. 

Those plans should account for long lead times associated with 
such components. Users must ensure that they have sufficient 
space to store consumables and that they have adequate fire-
protection systems in place to handle plastics hazards. Because 
disposables can create particulates when rubbing together during 
transport and storage, users must ensure that such particles are 
filtered away before SU application.

Several considerations arise relating to supply and vendor 
management. It is important to find a reliable vendor that can be a 
partner on CGT projects. Users might need a high level of vendor 
coordination if their processes require nonstandard interfaces and 
connections. CGT developers also must determine whether they can 
secure enough supply and whether they have backup vendors to 
use in case of shortages. 

Figure 3: Key advantages of single-use technologies; from Single-use Bioprocessing Market Size, Share & Trends Analysis 
Report by Product (Bioreactors, Sensors), by Workflow (Downstream, Upstream), by End Use (OEM, CMOs, CROs), by Region, and 
Segment Forecasts, 2020–2027 (Research and Markets: Dublin, Ireland, 2021).
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Most of these are considered to be commercial, o-the-
shelf pieces of equipment. Users try to leverage a 
standard vendor package as much as possible. 
This brings significant cost savings during 
qualification. A major time saver is the 
elimination of cleaning validation studies.
Use of vendor-standard packages 
eliminates most utility validation needs. 
That enables the use of a “family” 
approach to reduce validation needs 
even further.

Most components come presterilized and
gamma irradiated, ready to use. This
eliminates the need for expensive equipment
such as autoclaves to perform those operations
on site. Users can ship small parts to third-party
services for o-site sterilization when needed.

Vendors assume responsibility for design; clients 
     match their requirements to vendor capabilities. 
        This reduces facility footprint from that of fixed 
            equipment because manufacturers can use 
                relatively smaller pumps, valve actuators, 
                    and instruments.

           Vendors design paths for upgrading within 
         product lines. Users gain additional 
      capacity by adding additional processing cells.
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Environmental Impact: SU technologies would seem to be 
environmentally unfriendly resources. However, the results are 
surprising when comparing the environmental impacts of SU with 
the amount of energy and water used to sterilize stainless-steel 
equipment. Studies show that applications of SU technologies 
reduce a manufacturing site’s overall environmental footprint and 
require ~50% less water and energy intensive than do processes 
using stainless steel. Switching to SU technologies could provide 
even ~85% reduction of water use and waste generation (2). As the 
world seeks out ways to reduce the use of plastics, it might seem to 
be counterintuitive to adopt a process that relies on disposable 
equipment. However, responsible means are available to recycle or 
repurpose disposables used in flexible manufacturing. For 
example, users can incinerate them for energy recovery (3). 

Speeding Products to Market
Benefits such as reductions in cost, footprint, and time coupled 
with increased scalability and ergonomics are pushing the 
advanced-therapy industry toward flexible manufacturing based 
on SU technologies. CGT companies must be ready to pivot and 
adapt at any time to a rapidly evolving market. Keeping up to date 
on the latest technologies and best practices helps to ensure that 
CGT manufacturers are efficient and flexible enough to remain 
competitive in a shifting market. Most important, integrating 
flexible manufacturing into CGT operations will speed products to 
market for the patients who need them.
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